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14 years of band-history quickly told? That’s impossible! But regarding the outstanding Melodic-Rockers 
JADED HEART from Germany it’s worth giving it a try!  
 
In the year of 1990 singer and songwriter Michael Bormann (ex-BONFIRE, LETTER-X) and his brother Dirk 
Bormann (guitar) were in search of suitable companions. 1991, Michael Müller (bass, ex-THE SYGNET) and 
former MAD MAX-drummer Axel Kruse joined the band - JADED HEART was born.  
 
Keyboarder Chris Ivo joins the band in 1994, just after the release of the first album "INSIDE OUT" (on Long 
Island Records). The band hits the road in 1992 as a support act for GLENN HUGHES and MOTHER'S 
FINEST. Dirk Bormann leaves the band after the tour due to personal problems. From now on, JADED HEART 
have to work with studio musicians taking care for the guitarparts.  
 
With their second album "SLAVES & MASTERS" (1997) the guys gain a worldwide reputation.  
This album stays in the Japanese import-charts TOP TEN for four months. 
 
In Germany the band is featured on several TV appearances with RTL, PRO 7 and many more. After that 
JADED HEART do a big tour with AXXIS and HEAVEN'S GATE that staged more than 40 concerts 
throughout Europe.  
 
Following their motto “be quick or be dead”, December 1997 sees the release of the third studio-output 
"MYSTERY EYES" on Teichiku-Records in Japan.  
Three months later, the album is available for the German fans.  
 
In June 1998, guitarist Barish Kepic joined them and became a really good friend and constant bandmember. 
In March 1999 JADED HEART decide to sign a contract with MTM Music based in Munich, Germany.  
 
Their fourth album, simply called "IV", is produced in the summer of 1999 by BOBBY BARTH (AXE, GUILD 
OF AGES, BLACKFOOT) in his NEH-Studios in Denver, Colorado. With the production of this album in the 
United States, JADED HEART push themselves to the extremes. "IV" is still regarded as one of the greatest 
masterpieces of Melodic Rock of all times.  
 
In February 2001 they released their Best Of-album "DIARY 1990-2000" and did a very successful tour with the 
Swiss-Rocklegend GOTTHARD allover Germany and Europe. After the tour, Chris Ivo is replaced by 
keyboarder, guitarist and singer Henning Wanner.  
JADED HEART perform the song "CHAMPION" for the Pay-TV station PREMIERE on the opening ceremony 
of the Ice-Hockey World Championships in 2001.  
 
In December 2001 the band starts working with producer TOMMY NEWTON (VICTORY guitarist ) on their 
fifth album "THE JOURNEY WILL NEVER END". The release takes place in April 2002 via MTM Music and 
is, though the band slightly changed their own style and sound, a big success and a strong follow-up to "IV".  
 
Autumn 2003 starts with JADED HEART working on new songs for their new longplayer "TRUST". Reflecting 
back on "THE JOURNEY WILL NEVER END" that represents the bands way of sound (mostly 
productionwise) not very proper, JADED HEART decide to make a full restart. "TRUST" is recorded and mixed 
in Michael Bormanns own RMB Rock-Studios in Duisburg. Mastering is done by Tom Müller in Berlin. 
"TRUST" sees its release in February 2004 with the new label-partner ulfTone Music. In April/May 2004 the 
band went on their first, big headlining tour throughout Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Belgium. 
 
 
 
Just back from the road Michael Bormann and the rest of the band part their ways. Bormann is pushing his solo-
career while the others are in search of a new frontman. And the winner of the tough and seemingly neverending 



auditions is the Swede JOHAN FAHLBERG (ex-SCUDIERO) who not only beat all his opponents but suits the 
band vocally and personally the most. 
 
October 10th is D-Day: The new JADED HEART-masterpiece "HELLUVA TIME" will be released worldwide 
by Frontiers Records (under license of ulfTone Music). Recorded in Duisburg, Rosenheim and Stockholm the 
lonplayer is co-produced by Chris Lausmann (ex-BONFIRE) in his Nocturn Studios in Rosenheim. Mastering is 
done again by Tom Müller in Berlin. A headliner-tour of JADED HEART is scheduled for November/December 
2005. 
 
After the release of „HELLUVA TIME“, an album that started a new chapter for JADED HEART, the band 
went on tour as support for german metal heads Helloween in the south of Europe (Italy, Spain, France) and did 
a successful headlining tour all over Germany, Switzerland and Belgium. 
 
PETER ÖSTROS, a long time friend of the band, joined Jaded Heart as a steady band member, and brought 
fresh ideas influences to the JADED HEART music. 
 
After playing some more festivals (France, Austria, Sweden, Germany) and local gigs, JADED HEART signed a 
worldwide record deal with the Italian premium company FRONTIERS RECORDS. 
 
In the beginning of 2007 JADED HEART started the production of their new album “SINISTER MIND” which 
will be released worldwide on the 19th of October. „SINISTER MIND“ will be recorded, mixed and mastered by 
top producers Michael Voss (Mad Max, Voices Of Rock), Chris Lausmann (ex-Bonfire, Voices Of Rock) and 
Dennis Ward (Pink Cream 69).  
 
The new album „SINISTER MIND“ will be featuring more musical varieties than ever, so JADED HEART will 
definitely win many more fans. Of course, JADED HEART will be touring again the streets of Europe by 
bringing this new record to the fans by playing live again.  
 
 
JADED HEART: 
 
Johan Fahlberg – vocals 
Peter Östros – guitars 
Michael Müller – bass 
Henning Wanner – keys 
Axel Kruse – drums 
 
Discographie: 
 
Inside Out (1994) 
Slaves & Masters (1997) 
Mystery Eyes (1998) 
IV (1999) 
Diary 1990-2000 (2001) 
The Journey Will Never End (2002) 
Trust (2004) 
Inside Out (2004) [Re-Release + Bonustracks] 
Mystery Eyes (2004) [Re-Release + Bonustracks] 
Helluva Time (2005) 
Sinister Mind (2007) 
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c/o. Mike Moeller 
Neckargemuender Str. 9-11 
D-69239 Neckarsteinach 
Tel.: +49 (0) 6229-7666 
Fax: +49 (0) 6229-2714 
E-Mail: mike.moeller@breakoutpromotion.de 
URL: www.breakoutpromotion.de 


